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ABSTRACT 
We consider several properties that might he described as “monotonicity” or 
“absoluteness” that a norm may or may not have and give a complete set of 
implications among them. We also consider some related Hadamard-product inequali- 
ties under various normalizations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given a norm n( . ) on C”, there are many properties (in addition to the 
basic axioms) it may possess that might reasonably be called “monotonicity” 
(or the closely related notion of “absoluteness”). In certain applications it is 
useful to employ only norms that satisfy such an additional property. We 
have assembled a long list of these properties, including all that we have 
encountered in the work of others and several more that seem quite natural. 
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Not all of these are mutually equivalent. It is the primary purpose of this 
note to sort out all the implications among these properties by combining 
existing results and some further observations. This hierarchy may be useful 
for those wishing to choose a monotonicity notion or compare existing work 
involving different notions. In any event, we find some of these relationships 
mildly surprising at first glance. It should be noted that, unlike the notion of 
a norm itself, all of these properties are basis dependent. 
In addition, we discuss some further properties involving Hadamard 
products of vectors, which are also suggestive of monotonicity, but do not 
quite fit the aforementioned taxonomy because of homogeneity considera- 
tions. Under various normalizations, however, we point out relationships 
involving these properties also. Other issues, some involving duality, are also 
included. 
MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES 
Let n( . ) be a norm on C” (the set of all d-entry complex column 
vectors), i.e., a function n : Cd + R satisfying the axioms 
la. n(x) >, 0 (nonnegativity), 
lb. n(x) = 0 only if x = 0 (positivity), 
2. ~((Yx) = lain(x) (homogeneity), 
3. n(x + y) < n(x)+ n(y) (triangle inequality) 
for all x, y E Cd and (Y E C. 
Given a norm n( .) on C”, let N(. > denote the norm on M, induced by 
n(a), that is, the norm with domain M, (the vector space of all d-by-d 
complex matrices) defined by 
N(A) =max{n(Ar):n(x) =l}. 
The norm dual to n(. 1, nd( -1, is the norm on C” defined by 
rid(r)) =max{lx*yl:n(y) =l]. 
See [4] for discussion of these basic notions. 
We consider the following list of 18 properties (beyond those of a norm) 
that n( .) may or may not possess. The notations ( * 1, ’ (complex conjugate), 
and < are to be interpreted componentwise, when applied to vectors or 
matrices, throughout. Subscripts on elements of Cd indicate components, and 
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the Hadamard (or componentwise) product of two vectors or matrices is 
denoted by 0. 
Al. n(x) = n(lxl) for all r E Cd. 
A2. n(x) G h(y) for all x, y E C” such that ix] < lyl. 
A3. n(x) < n(y) for all r, y E C” such that ixk] = / ykl for each k = 
1 >..*, d except for k = i, for which [xi1 < )yi]. 
A4, n(r) G n(y) for all x,y E Cd such that xk = yk for each k = l,..+,d 
except for k = i, for which iy,] = /xi]. 
AS. ]xlf]yl < aid for all x and y EC”. 
A6. n(x)< n(ixl) and n”(x),< n”(lxl) for all r l Cd. 
A7. N(A) < ?$]A]) for all A E M,. 
A& ZV( A) = max(lail : i = 1, . . . , d) for all diagonal matrices A = 
diag(a,, . . . , ad). 
RI. n(y) < n(x) for all x, y E Cd such that r 3 0 and rk = yk for each 
k=l , . . . , d except for k = i, for which yi = 0. 
B2. n(y) F n(x) for all x, y E Cd such that 0 < y B X. 
B3. The function g(-> defined on Cd by g(x) = n(Jxl> is a norm. 
Cl. n(x)< f&(y) f or all x,yECd such that xr;=yk for all k=l,...,d 
except for k = i, for which xi = 0. 
C2. n(x) < n(y) for all X, y E Cd such that x = a 0 y for some a E Cd 
with ak E [0, I] for all k = 1,. . . , d. 
C3. N(A)=max{a,:i=l,..., df for all nonnegative diagonal matrices 
A = diag(a,, . . ., a,). 
C4. N(A) Q N(B) for all A, B E Md such that A is B with some rows 
and/or columns replaced by zero. 
C5. N(Z - e,eE) = 1 for all i = 1,. . . , d. 
Dl. n(x) Q n(lxl) for all x E Cd. 
D2. n(x 0 y) G ~(l~lp)l’p~(l yl?Yq for all r, y EC” and all p,q 2 I 
such that l/p 4 l/g = 1. 
Several of these properties have been discussed elsewhere. By far the 
most prominent are Al &nown as ubsoZrcteness) and A2 (known as mono- 
~o~~~~), which are known to be equivalent for norms [I, 41. Also in [II is the 
equivalence of Al, A5 and AS. In 121 it is shown, using results from [I] and 
[lo], that Al and A7 are equivalent. In [l], it is shown that properties B2 and 
B3 are equivalent. In [S] it is shown that Dl implies B3 as well as that Dl 
and D2 are equivalent when p = 2. 
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In [3] the real-vector-space analogs of properties C2, C3, and C5 are 
shown to be equivalent. The real case of property C2 is further studied in [8]. 
In 141 it is shown that property C2 is equivalent to Cl. Property C4 is 
discussed in [6] in a different context. 
We refer to the set of properties designated with the same letter (e.g. Bl, 
B2, and B3) as a letter group. The first set of relations among the properties 
is their division into equivalence classes. 
THEOREM 1. Of the 18 properties listed in the previous section, those 
within each letter group are equivalent. 
Proof. We start by showing all the conditions designated with “A” are 
equivalent. The overall strategy is to show Al - Ai for i = 2,. . . ,8. 
The implications Al * A2, Al * A5, and Al 0 A8 appear in [l]. The 
implications Al * A7 appear in [2]. 
The implications Al e A3 hold because A3 is a special case of A2, and A2 
may be obtained by sequential application of A3. 
To show that Al * A4, first note that A4 is a special case of A2. 
To show that A4 * Al, let x E C” be given. We may assume that the first 
k entries (d > k > 0) of x are nonnegative and that entry k + 1 is not. (If 
k = d, there is nothing to show, and k > 0 by application of homogeneity.) 
Partition x as 
U 
x= v ) [I W 
where u E Ck is nonnegative, v EC, and w E Cdek-‘. Let a = [VI/V. By 
applying homogeneity, property A4, homogeneity again, and property A4 
again we obtain 
This demonstrates 
u 
n(x)=n Jvl 
[ I . aw 
Applying this equality repeatedly shows that n(x) = n(lxl). 
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Now we show that Al - A6. The implication Al * A6 is formal, since 
according to [l], nd(*) must satisfy Al if n(e) does. To prove that A6 =$ Al, 
we need to introduce some notation. Denote the function x + n(]x]), defined 
on Cd, by In]; i.e., ]nKx)= &I). W e will use the fact that if n(x) Q n(]x]) for 
all x E Cd, then the function (n] is a norm. This is the implication Dl + B3, 
which is proven in [S]. For two real-valued functions f and g defined on Cd, 
we define f 2 g to mean that f(x) 2 g(x) for all x E Cd. With this conven- 
tion, A6 becomes 
n < Inl (1) 
and 
nd Q badI. (2) 
For norms n and g on Cd, it follows from the definition of duality that 
n Q g implies gd < nd. Combining (1) and (21, we obtain 
IndId < n Q Inl (3) 
and 
Jnld Q nd Q Indl. (4) 
Since lnld and InI are absolute norms and dual to each other, we obtain from 
the already proven implication Al - A5 and the inequality (4) 
Inl(x)nd(y) 2 IYVlxl for all r, y E Cd. (5) 
Now, let x E Cd be given. Let u E Cd satisfy nd(v)= 1 and n(lxl> = o*(xI. 
Such a o exists by the definition of duality. Using the inequality (5) we 
obtain 
0*1x1 = Inl( x)nd( u) & lultlrl. 
This implies that u is nonnegative; hence 
lndl(u) = nd( lul) = nd( 0) = 1. 
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Then we have 
Id(x) = lulflxl < max{lyl’lxl: In”I( y) = I} = IdY( x). 
Since x E C” was arbitrary, we have shown that InI < IndId. Combining this 
with the inequality (3) we obtain n = Inl, so n is an absolute norm. 
Now we demonstrate equivalence among the “B” group. We will prove 
the implications Bl w B2. This is sufficient, since in [l] it is shown that 
B2 * B3. 
First, property Bl is a special case of property B2, so B2 3 Bl. 
To show that Bl * B2, let x and y E C” be as in condition B2. Define 
the subset X of C” by 
X={z:zi=xi or0). 
Condition Bl, applied once for each entry replaced by zero, implies that for 
each z E X, n(x) > n(z). The vector y is in the convex hull of X, so 
n(y) = n(u$ + . *. + UkZk) < qn( 2) + . * . + cQn( zk) 
<(a,+ ... + cQ)n(x) = n(x) 
Our strategy for the “C” group is to demonstrate the string of implica- 
tions Cl*C2dC3-C5aC4*Cl. 
The implication Cl j C2 is shown by an argument analogous to that used 
to show Bl * B2. 
To show that C2 * C3, let A = diag(u,,. ., a,), with a, > 0 for all i. If 
A = 0, there is nothing to show, since N(A) = 0 for any norm. Let k be such 
that uk = max{ai:i = l,..., d]. Then by C2, n((l/u,)Ax) < n(x) for all x, so 
&A)+7 LA = 
uk 
( uk ) 
To show N(A) >, ak, 
d”kek) 
=u 
dek) k 
Property C5 is a special case of property C3; hence C3 * C5. 
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To demonstrate C5 * C4, let A E M, be given. It is sufficient to 
consider the cases where one row of A is replaced by zero or one column of 
A is replaced by zero, since all other cases can then be proven by applying 
these two cases repeatedly. A(Z - ekei) is A with the k th column replaced 
by zero, and (I - ek ei)A is A with the k th row replaced by zero. Thus, 
N(A(Z-e,ej))<N(A)N(Z-ekeL)=N(A) 
and 
To demonstrate C4 * Cl, let x E C” and k E {l,.. ., d) be given. Let 
r~ l 6 be the vector with yi = xi for all i # k and yk = 0. Property C4 
implies that N(Z - ek e[) < N(Z) = 1. Then we have 
n(y)=n((Z-ekei)r)dN(Z-e,e:)n(x)<n(x). 
To see that Dl * D2, we will use the implications Dl * B3 and B3 j Bl. 
The proof of D2 is then essentially the standard proof of the Holder 
inequality. We start with Young’s inequality: For positive numbers a, b, p, 
and q such that l/p + l/y = 1, 
1 1 
ab < -aP + -bq. 
P 4 
Let r, y E Cd satisfy n(lxl’) = n(ly1’) = 1. Then 
4x 0 y) < fl(lxlo Id) Q n 
i 
@+ -+ 
i 
6 $.(lxlP) + $“) = 1. 
The inequalities are accounted for by property Dl, property B3, property Bl, 
and homogeneity. The result now follows by applying the homogeneity 
property of the norm. 
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To obtain the implication D2 * Dl, let x E Cd be given. Let rl/’ be an 
entrywise square root of r. Then 
n(x) = n( x1’2 OX”“) ~n(Ixl)1’2n(IxI)1’P= n(IxI). n 
The fact that Theorem 1 actually gives a complete division of the 
properties into equivalence classes is justified by the second major set of 
relations among them. 
THEOREM 2. The following diagram (whose arrows indicate logical 
implication) is a complete list of implications among the properties listed in 
the previous section as indicated by letter groups: 
Proof. First, we show the indicated implications hold. 
It is clear that A 3 B, A - C, and A * D. 
It is clear that C * B, since condition Bl is a special case of Cl. 
We have already noted that Dl * B3; hence D =+ B. 
Now we provide examples to show that no other implications hold. It is 
sufficient to show that C does not imply D and D does not imply C. It is 
worth noting that both of these examples are norms on C2. 
To see that D does not imply C, consider the norm 
n(r) = Ix, + x21+ Ir,l. 
This norm satisfies condition Dl, since 
n(x) = Ix1 + x21+ lx11 < Ir,l+ 1x21+ Ix11 
= Ilx,l+ lr211 + lx11 = 41x1). 
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It does not satistjr condition Cl, since 
n((l,-1)‘)=11+(-1)(+11(=1 
but 
.((l,oy) = l1+ol+ I11 =2. 
TO show that C does not imply D, consider the norm 
n(r) = Ix, - x,l+ Ix,l+ IXJ. 
This norm satisfies condition CI, since 
r4r) = lx, --x,1+ I.r,l+ lxpl k/l+- IXJI + Ix,l+ lx*1 
= 2max( hII, Ix,l} , 
n((x,JQt) = 1x1-01+ Ir,l+ IO1 =21x,1, 
and 
n((O,x,,“) = lo- x,l+ Iof+ lxzl = 21x,1. 
It does not satisfy condition Dl, since 
but 
HADAMARD-PRODUCT MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES 
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Let x 0 y denote the Hadamard (or entrywise) product of x, y E Cd. We 
mention here some additional properties a norm on Cd may enjoy that are 
also suggestive of monotonicity. Because of the involvement of the Hadamard 
product, they are inhomogeneous and do not fit directly into the relational 
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structure of the last section. (Whereas each of the properties A-D is 
invariant under positive scalar multiplication, none of the following are. A 
sufikiently large scalar multiple would not.) However, under simple normaI- 
k&ions, we may give some relations. 
Consider the following inequalities a norm may satisfy: 
(a) n(x 0 y) d ~(~)~(~) for all x, y E C”, 
(d) n(x 0 y) =G n(lxlMyI) for all r, y E C”, and 
(b) n(x 0 y) < n(x)n(y) for all x, y nonnegative. 
The inequalities are labeled (a), (d), and (b) to suggest a correspondence 
with letter groups A, D, and B of the second section. The following result 
shows that for norms satisfying A, B, or D, the corresponding inequalities are 
equivalent to an especialfy simple no~aIi~tion* 
Pm~osr-I-ION 3. Let n( .) be a nom on C”. 
(a’) Z_fn(x) = 7&l) f or a ZZ x E Cd, then n(+ 0 y) G n’k)n(y~ f&r aZZ x and 
y E C” @“and only i.. n(e,) 2 1 for all i = 1,. . . , d. 
WI If 92(x) G dlxl) f w all x E C”, then &x 0 y) < ~(l~l)~(~~l) fkw all x 
and y E C” $and on2y if n(ei) 3 1 fw all i = 1,. . . , d. 
(b’) If n(x>~ n(y) f or all nonnegative x md y such that x Q y, then 
n(x 0 y) < n(x>n(y> fm all nonnegative x and y ifand only if n(e,> >, 1 fbr all 
i = 1,. . . , d. 
Proof. We demonstrate (b’) in the forward direction. Let x and y be 
nonnegative d-vectors. By property BZ, 
xi g xin( ei) = rt( ei 0 X) d n(x). 
Using this inequality and property B2 again, we have 
For the forward implication of (d’), since group D implies group B, we may 
assume 
n(u*v)Gn(u)n(v) 
for all nonnegative vectors TV and v. Then for arbitrary x, y E Cd, using 
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property D2, we have 
4x o Y) G 41x o !A) = +l+/l) < n(lxl)n(lyl). 
For the forward implication of (a’), we may again assume 
for all nonnegative vectors u and o. Then for arbitrary x, y E C”, using 
property Al, we have 
4x0!./) = n(lr o !/I) = (I-+lyl> G n(lxl)n(lyl) = n(r)n(y). 
For the reverse implication in all three cases, let i E {l,. . . , d} be given. 
Then 
n( ei) = n( e, 0 ei) Q n( ei)n( ei); 
hence n(e,) > 1. n 
The next result characterizes the 1, norm as the norm with a “big” unit 
ball, i.e., big enough to contain all vectors with entries of absolute value one, 
but also a “small” unit ball, i.e., small enough to satisfy the Hadamard 
multiplication inequality (a). 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that n( -1 is a norm which satisfies n(x) < 1 for 
every x E Cd such that lxil = 1 for all i = 1,. . . , d and n(x 0 y) < n(r)n(y) f~ 
all x and y E Cd. Then 
n(r)=max(Jxi):i=l,...,d) jbr all x E Cd, 
i.e., n(s) must be the I, norm. 
Proof. We first show that for all x E Cd, 
n(x)>max{Ixi(:i=l,...,d). 
Let r E Cd be given, and suppose that (xkl = max{lx,l: i = 1,. . . , d}. Then 
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To finish, we show that for all x E Cd, 
Let x E C” be given, subject to the condition that 
max((ril:i=l,...,d} =l. 
Then x is in the convex hull of 
Y={y:lyiI=lforalli}. 
Thus, there is a k and coefficients a, > 0 such that al + * 1. + ak = 1, and 
1 
y >*.., yk E Y such that x = a,y’ + . * . + ak yk. Calculate 
n(x) = n( a,y’ + * * f + ak y”) < a,n( y’) + 1 * f + akn( yk) 
<a, + -*- -I-ak=l. D 
Now we show that for absolute norms a more special normalization, i.e., 
n(e,) = 1 for each standard basis vector, is equivalent to the Hadamard 
multiplication inequality (a) for n(v) and the dual norm nd( ->. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose hat n(x)= n(lxl) fir aZZ r E Cd. Then 
4X0Y> gn(x)n(y) forall x,yECd 
and 
nd(x o y) =G nd(x)nd(y) fiall r,yECd 
if and only if 
n( ei) = 1 forall i=l,...,d. 
Proof First, we prove the “if” statement. We will use the fact [I] that 
the dual of an absolute norm is also absolute. We will show that nd(ei> >/ 1 
for all i and appeal to Proposition 3. Let i E {l,. . . , d} be given. Since we 
have assumed n(e,) = 1, by the definition of duality, nd(ei) > le*e,l = 1. 
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For the statement in the reverse direction, by (a’) of Proposition 3 we 
must have n(e,) > 1 and nd(ei> > 1 for all i = 1,. . ., d. Now suppose that 
n(ek)> 1. Then there is an x EC” with n”(x) = 1 such that n(e,) = lx*ekl = 
IrkI. This, however, is contradictory, since nd(r> > t&e, 0 r) = nd(ei)lxil > 
Ixil. n 
DUALITY OF PROPERTIES AND OTHER ISSUES 
A natural question to ask is “If n(.) is in letter group X, must nd( .) be 
also?” It is shown in [l] that if n(e) is in group A then nd( *) is also. This fact 
is easily deduced from property AB, since if we denote the norm on M, 
induced by nd(* ) by iV*(- ), then N( . ) and N*( s ) are related by 
N*(A) = N( A*) 
for all A E M,. Similarly, property C3 implies that whenever n( . ) is in 
group C, then nd(. ) is also. Group D obviously does not enjoy this duality, 
for if it did, property A6 would imply that group A and group D are the same. 
The group-B properties are also not self-dual. We will demonstrate a 
somewhat stronger assertion: There is a norm n(*> in group D whose dual is 
not in group B. 
We will use the following fact, which can easily be derived from the 
definition of duality: Let n( * ) be a norm on Cd, and A E M, nonsingular. 
Let n,(e) be the norm on Cd defined by n,(x) = t&%x). The norm dual to 
nA< * ) is given by the formula 
(r~,)~(x) = nd(A-'*x). 
EXAMPLE. Define n(.) on C3 by 
n(x) = Ix, + x,1+ 1x1 + x,1+ IXJ. 
This norm may be written as 
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where rzi is the absolute sum norm. From this representation we deduce that 
= max{ lrs - x11, 1x11, Ix1 + x2 - x31}. 
The norm n( * ) satisfies the properties of group D, but n”( . ) does not satisfy 
the properties of group B: property Bl fails, since 
Another question one might ask is “If n(x) G n(lx I> for all x E Cd, does it 
follow that rid(r)) > nd(lrl) for all x E C”?” The previous example shows that 
this is not the case: 
We now consider the property of invariance under conjugation. Although 
not properly called a monotonicity property, 
fz(x) = n(P) for all x ECd 
is of some interest and clearly follows from property Al. It is also clear that it 
does not imply any of the other properties. We note, however, the equiva- 
lence 
n(x) = n(xC) for all XECd 
if and only if 
N(A) = N(A”) forall A=Md. 
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A possible property of N( * ) not appearing in our list, 
N(A) 2 N( D,AD, + . . * + D,AD,) 
for all A E Md, all collections D,, . . . , D, of diagonal 0,l matrices such that 
D,+ a. - + D, = I, and all k = 1,2,. . . , d, is considered in [IZ]. It is shown 
that for d > 3 this property holds if and only if n(* ) is of the form 
n(x) = n,( Dx), 
where D is a fixed positive diagonal matrix and np is an I, norm. For d = 2, 
this property holds if and only if n(.) is absolute (satisfies property Al). 
One may notice that property A7 may be restated as “NC* ) satisfies the 
properties of group D if and only if n( . ) satisfies the properties of group A.” 
This raises the question of what is required of n(a) for N(a) to satisfy the 
properties of the other groups. We note that if n( * ) satisfies the properties of 
group A, then NC* ) need not satisfy the properties of group C. The spectral 
norm on M, (induced by the Euclidean norm) does not satisfy property Cl: 
4: -:I)<N([: ia
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